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In October 2021 a countermarked l9th-century Worcester penny token was advertised

on eBay by a High Wycombe-based antiques dealer. It was subsequently purchased by
a private collector and made available for study. The token is described as follows:

Obv.: CIVITAS IN BELLO IN PACE FIDELIS, Worcester City Arms overstruck
with incuse countermark WEAVER.

Rev.: V/ORCESTER CITY AND COUNTY TOKEN / VALUE / ONE / PENNY //
1811, Value between olive and palm branches.

Copper-alloy; Withers 1254; 36nm; 0" ; 27 .609.

Engraved by the Birmingham medallist Thomas Halliday, this token belongs to a series

of silver, copper, and card tokens issued by the Worcester House of Lrdustry in late
1811 to 'accommodate the public in the present scarcity of small change'.(1)It has

endured circulation prior to the application of a rectangular punch reading WEAVER
to the obverse, an action that has partially obliterated the centre of the reverse. The
token's provenance is unknown, and while light corrosion and soil adhesion on its
surface and within the counterrnark indicate origins as a metal-detected or chance find,
no corresponding records have been identified on the Portable Antiquities Scheme or
UK Detector Find Database websites.

Countermarking is a phenomenon periodically observed on 18th- and early l9th-
century bronze coins, but is less frequently encountered on copper and bronze tokens
of the same period. While no tokens matching this description appear in the standard
catalogue of British countermarked coppers and bronzes, comparable specimens are

known from collections, including an 1811 Norwich halfpenny (Withers 913)
countermarkedwith GRIFFIN, an 1812 Sheffieldpenny (Withers 1010) countermarked
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with BAGSHAW, and an 18 15 Sheffield penny (Withers 1027 -32) countermarked with
SANDERSON.@) Scott offers provisional athibutions for the GRIFFIN and
SANDERSON pieces, identifying the fonner with William Griffin, a Norwich builder
and joiner recorded in the 1840s/50s, and the latter with John Sanderson, a Sheffield
saw manufacturer recorded in the 1 810s/20s.(3) The WEAVER named on the Worcester
token may be similarly identified with William Weaver (1771-1842), a blacksmith and
farrier operating from premises on Gardener's Lane, Worcester, from 1813 onwards.(a)

The purpose of his countermark remains unclear, although some combination of
receipt, trade card, and truck functions seems plausible.(5)
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